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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN, 

RE: Marsden Park NORTH Precinct - Sydney NSW 

I am writing in regards to the Marsden Park North Precinct Planning and Development. 

I am a land owner in this precinct and for nearly 30 years have looked forward to the day 

this land would be released for development, land where I could create my family home. 

Finally the time has come and a plan is in place and up for discussion. My husband and I, 

along with our 6 children were looking forward to commencing our plans to build and 

develop our block, which is in close proximity to existing schools and community services 

such as train station, churches, parks, sporting facilities, shopping centres etc., however 

recently having viewed the proposal for this precinct I am deeply distressed and frustrated 

as to what my land is now rezoned to, E2, Environmentally protected land.  If this 

development is to go ahead I will be left with land that will be a fauna corridor and land that 

will be easily accessible by neighbouring land owners to utilise at their leisure while I 

endlessly pay the rates or forfeit my land to council.  

 How is this viable proposal to all public land owners? It is not! 

Recently my conversation with a representative for the Marsden North Precinct in 

Blacktown council came to no fruition as I was told, “bad luck”.  I also have recently had a 

conversation with a representative in the department of planning NSW office, who also gave 

me very little hope or offered any useful assistance, only to reassure me that I was one of 

the unlucky ones and to forget about my investment. 

While there has been allowed development and infrastructure to go ahead in flood zones 

and previous green lands in the surrounding areas to MPP, land such as my own is being 

zoned in the conservation area of the Marsden Park precinct and now non usable or viable 

land. The now proposed Conservation areas are prime land that was previously subdivided 

many years ago and sold with the prospect of a future development.  Our land which was 

not overgrown nor had protection labels placed upon it at the time has been forced to be 

left dormant for all these years, so obviously looks like a viable fauna habitat instead. Land 

that is perfectly useful for family homes is now taken over by council and the department of 

planning for them to place their fingerprint on and label according to their requirement and 

likes or dislikes.  



After being forced to have this prime Sydney land left dormant for many years, we now 

were lead to believe that we finally would have the opportunity to develop our privately 

owned land along with the other 1000 + landowners, however due to someone’s poor idea 

of planning has left us with nothing but rates notices and no future prospect. 

There was offer of land swap for these owners affected by this new zoning or monetary 

compensation at owner’s choice.  However, this seems to have all gone under cover now 

too. 

As there are approximate 520 blocks of land that Department of planning and environment 

NSW plan to acquire and the 230 blocks that NSW government own in this precinct, we as 

land owners wish to discuss this further and come to some agreement of either having our 

land rezoned to residential so we can build and develop our blocks along with the numerous 

other residents within this precinct or to take up the offer of a land swap for outside this 

conservation or a viable monetary compensation of which we as affected landowners 

should be able to make the choice as to which would be the preferred option for their 

personal benefit and need. 

I would appreciate a response to my submission. 

 

 

Yours sincerely 

Shiralee Butterman (nee. Van Niekerk) 

*Lot 151 & 152 Chaucer Road Marsden Park Precinct NSW – Section 9 DP 1229 

 

(29 Heathmere Close\MOONEE BEACH NSW 2450) 
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